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6 ����2�À��<Wx§?

IN THIS UNIT ...

• This, that (near you) and that (far from both of us)
• Using counters (or unit noun)
• Counting in Korean (2)
• Asking/telling prices of things

HOW MUCH ARE THESE?
Having learnt the names of a few goods, Pure Korean numbers, and ways of asking availability in a

shop, we might venture into buying things using Korean at a local shop. (If you’re outside Korea, you
may try a Korean grocery shop.) For this task, let’s study how to ask for prices, including how to use
demonstratives, Sino-Korean numbers and counters.

1 Conversation

Kylie Walker has just walked into a small corner shop in Seoul. She’s talking with the shop owner.


�ó̈À��: ����óê<Wx§?

��5� �̈q¼õ: 9N½Bc<Wx§.


�ó̈À��: 9N½Bcx§?»Îó̈À �̈w�<Wx§?

��5� �̈q¼õ: ����x§,9N½BcpÙ� ... ẃ�<QT�½õGÕÁC¹�t¬�̈<Wx§.


�ó̈À��: ��,63. ...��x¦®Úõ��pÙ�2�À��<Wx§?

��5� �̈q¼õ: ẃ�5�<V�Öõ�Eá��<Vx§.


�ó̈À��: n>U ó̈Ì#Tx§?

��5� �̈q¼õ:  �ÛíÁx§.���̈n>U ó̈Ì#Tx§.


�ó̈À��: ����Ã5�ńP �̈;Vx§.

��5� �̈q¼õ: 63. ...x¦�Öõ�Eá��<Vx§.
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Translation

Kylie: What’s this?
Shop owner: It’sSi -kye .

Kylie: Si -kye ? Is it a fruit juice?
Shop owner: No, it’s ... a Korean traditional drink.

Kylie: Oh, I see. ... How much are these oranges?
Shop owner: One thousand won each.

Kylie: Do they taste nice?
Shop owner: Of course. They taste very nice.

Kylie: Can I have five of them please?
Shop owner: Sure. ... That’s five thousand won, please.

Notes for Conversation
• �̈q¼õ (ju -in ): owner
• ���� (i -geo ): this (thing)
• 9N½Bc (Si -kye ): Note the pronunciation. The�

(��ßî½) in9N½ and the following� (�©÷�) are not
pronounced as separate sounds but are
pronounced as a ‘single’ consonant – a heavily
aspiratedk. See Page 23 for more explanations.

• 9N½Bcx§? (Si -kye -yo ): Did you say ‘Si -kye ’?
When you want to make sure that what you

think you heard, eg a word, is right, repeat the
word and add -x§ (or -��x§ if the word ends in a
consonant) with a rising intonation.

• �½õGÕÁ (jeon -tong ): tradition, traditional
• C¹�t¬�̈ (eum-nyo -su ): As explained on Page

27, the� (��©÷�) int¬ is pronounced asn, not r.
• ��,63. (a, ne): This expression indicates that

younowunderstand what has been said. Similar
to “Oh, I see.”

• 2�À��<Wx§? (eol -ma-ye -yo ): How much is
it/are they?

• ẃ�5�<V (han gae -e): per item. -5� is a counter
for things (in general), similar in function toitem
in, egan item of furniture. Thus,ẃ�5� meansan
item. The Pure Korean numbers���,¤��,±�ú, and
a�Ã becomesẃ�, �̈,;V, and63 when used before
counters (see below).

• �Öõ�Eá��<Vx§. (cheo nwo -ni -e-yo ): It’s/they’re
one thousand won.�Eá is the Korean currency.

•  �ÛíÁx§. (geu -reom -yo ): Of course!
• ����Ã5�ńP (da-seot gae -man): only five (of

them)

2 What’s this/that?

Korean has two ways of sayingthat: one for things far from the speaker but near the hearer,geu -,
and one for things far from both the speaker and the hearer,jeo -.

��- this ... ���� this thing/object

-�� thing, object  ��� that thing/object (near you)

 �- that ... (near you) $\�� that thing/object (over there)

$\- that ... (over there) óê<Wx§? What is it?

EXAMPLES

Q:óê<Wx§? What is it?

A: K�ô�̈<Wx§. It’s beer.

Q:����óê<Wx§? What is this?

A: ( ���):�<Wx§. (That)/It is a pear. (ie near you)

Q: ���óê<Wx§? What isthat? (ie near you)

A: (����) �̈àíÄ»Î<Wx§. (This)/It isSujeonggwa .

Q:$\��óê<Wx§? What isthat? (ie over there)

A: ($\��)��®<Wx§. (That)/It is Milk. (ie over there)

When answering to the
question “What’s this?”, you
can say “That’s ...” or “ It’s ...”
in Korean, as you do in English.
If you choose to say “That’s ...”,
then give an appropriate
demonstrative; if you want to
say “It’s ...”, then don’t give any
demonstrative. As explained on
Page 21, Korean sentences are
complete without the subject
and the English counterpart of
the ‘missing’ subject is a
pronoun, egit.
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3 How many ... are there?

Some useful words

P̧ô book ��r¼õ photo

§��·Úõ ball-point pen 5� dog

�¾õóÀ pencil q�:GV�� cat

ÂÔ�� chair �½õÈ*�� telephone

P̧ô9FV desk �¶7�{ý» mobile phone

së� door, gate Î1÷8R���½õ television

<}�së� window qø� money

Language & Culture Notes
For mobile/cell phones, an interesting term,m\õs�{ý» (haen -deu -pon : literally hand phone), is

widely used in Korea in addition to�¶7�{ý» (hyu -dae -pon ).

Some counters and unit nouns

/
Æ How many ...? ���� counter foranimals

5� counter forthings in general ;FV counter forpaper

ÝîÄ bottle; also counter forbottles GÕÁ
box, container; also counter for
boxes/containers

ŕ�
cup, glass; also counter for
cups/glasses ��¬ counter forbooks

��� counter forlong/thin things ��6FS
human being, person; also
counter forhuman beings

7� counter formachines ÜîÄ counter forhuman beings

Pronunciation & Language Notes

• /
Æ is always used in conjunction with a counter or a unit noun, and functions as a question word:
‘how many (items)of ...?’ Note also that the syllable-final� (	�©÷�) in/
Æ is to be pronounced as
unexploded t, unlessliaisonhappens.

• In Korean, it is not obligatory for a noun to carry information as to whether it is singular or plural.
For instance, a sentence such as “P̧ô ó̈Ì#Tx§.” can mean “There is a book.” or “ There are books”.
When it is necessary to show how many books there are, you use a Pure Korean number with an
appropriate counter, eg “P̧ô����Ã��¬ ó̈Ì#Tx§ (There are five books)”. Notice the word order here:
NOUN - PK Number - Counter. You mention the thing in your mind first, and then specify it.

• We insert a space between/
Æ and the following counter. That is, we write/
Æ5�, not/
Æ5�.
Likewise, we insert a space between a PK number and the following counter, eg����Ã��¬.
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How many are there?

To ask this question we can say:

/
Æ5� ó̈Ì#Tx§?
To name the things we’re interested in we say:

NOUN/
Æ5� ó̈Ì#Tx§?
To answer, substitute a Pure Korean number for/
Æ.

PK5� ó̈Ì#Tx§.

NOTE: When adding a counter to Pure Korean numbers, we shorten the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 as follows.

���

becomes

ẃ�

thus

ẃ�5�, ẃ�ÝîÄ, ẃ� ŕ�, ẃ���� ...
¤�� �̈ �̈ 5�, �̈ÝîÄ, �̈ ŕ�, �̈ ��� ...
±�ú ;V ;V5�,;VÝîÄ,;V ŕ�,;V��� ...
a�Ã 63 635�,63ÝîÄ,63 ŕ�,63��� ...

EXAMPLES

Q::�/
Æ5� ó̈Ì#Tx§? How many pears are there?

A: ;V5� ó̈Ì#Tx§. There are three.

Q:��r¼õ/
Æ;FV ó̈Ì#Tx§? How many photos are there?

A: 63;FV ó̈Ì#Tx§. There are four.

Q: �̈w�/
Æ ŕ� ó̈Ì#Tx§? How many glasses of juice are there?

A: �̈ ŕ� ó̈Ì#Tx§. There are two.

Q:q�:GV��/
Æ���� ó̈Ì#Tx§? How many cats are there?

A: ẃ����� ó̈Ì#Tx§. There is one.

More counters and unit nouns

«óÀt« kilogram �Eá won (Korean currency)

��'N litre §�� /£ëR�N dollar

��'N metre ±Úõ|� cent

NOTE: Counters of foreign origin are not used with Pure Korean numbers, but with Sino-Korean numbers,
which we learn below. Note also that we use Sino-Korean numbers in counting money. See Page 37 for examples.

4 Sino-Korean Numbers

As mentioned earlier, Sino-Korean numbers are used for all larger numbers (recall that Pure Korean
numbers exist only for 1 – 99), for reading off numerals, and for abstract counting such as mathematics,
decimals, fractions, distances and money.
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From zero to ten

<O[ 0

ó̈À 1

�� 2

9FS 3

�� 4

x¦ 5

Ç� 6

ª*÷ 7

ëR 8

�� 9

§óÂ 10

From ten to nineteen

§óÂ 10

§óÂó̈À (si -bil ) 11

§óÂ�� (si -bi ) 12

§óÂ9FS 13

§óÂ�� 14

§óÂx¦ (si -bo) 15

§óÂÇ� (sim -nyuk ) 16

§óÂª*÷ 17

§óÂëR 18

§óÂ�� 19

The other tens

��§óÂ 20

9FS§óÂ 30

��§óÂ 40

x¦§óÂ 50

Ç�§óÂ 60

ª*÷§óÂ 70

ëR§óÂ 80

��§óÂ 90

Pronunciation and Language Notes

• For numbers from 11 to 19, you simply sayten-one, ten-two,
ten-three, etc. The same applies to numbers from 21 to 99.

• For numbers intens, ie, 20, 30, etc, you simply saytwo-ten,
three-ten, etc. Counting larger numbers has the same story.
For 200, 300, 2,000, 3,000, etc, you saytwo-hundred,
three-hundred, two-thousand, three-thousand, etc.

• Note that 10,000 is expressed inseparateterm in Korean:ńP
(man). Thus, unlike in English, 20,000, 30,000, etc will be
��ńP (two-man),9FSńP (three-man), etc, and 200,000,
300,000, etc��§óÂńP (twenty-man),9FS§óÂńP (thirty-man), etc.

• ńP can be prefixed with up to�Öõ (cheon : 1,000). Thus,
2,000,000, 3,000,000, etc are��L�ôńP (two-hundred-man),
9FSL�ôńP (three-hundred-man), etc, and 20,000,000,
30,000,000���ÖõńP (two-thousand-man),9FS�ÖõńP
(three-thousand-man), etc.

• For 100,000,000, you use a different term,ßí½ (eok ), and
prefix§óÂ,L�ô and�Öõ for even larger numbers.

• The numbers§óÂ,L�ô,�Öõ andńP are by themselvesten, one
hundred, one thousand, andone ‘ten thousand’. Thus, for
10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000, we don’t need to prefix these
numbers witḧóÀ (il : 1).

• A few examples forliaison (see Page 22) are in the list:
§óÂó̈À (si -bil ),§óÂ�� (si -bi ) and§óÂx¦ (si -bo).

• But the� (��C¹�) in§óÂ is pronounced asunexploded p(see
Page 18) in§óÂ9FS (sip -sam),§óÂ�� (sip -sa ),§óÂª*÷
(sip -chil ),§óÂëR (sip -pal ) and§óÂ�� (sip -gu).

• Notice how§óÂÇ� (16) is pronounced:sim -nyuk . This is
another example for an unchanged pronunciation from
pre-modern Korean (see also Page 31), where the
Sino-Koreansix was pronounced asr yuk . With the
assumed presence of anr , the sound rule applied here is:
when the syllable-finalp, t, or k is followed by anr, the
syllable-final consonant becomes nasalised, ie it becomesm,
n, or ng, and at the same time ther is pronounced asn.

• Finally, note the sound changes occurring in§óÂńP (100,000),
L�ôńP (1,000,000), etc. See Page 30 for explanations.

Larger numbers

L�ô 100

�Öõ 1,000

ńP 10,000

§óÂńP (sim -man) 100,000

L�ôńP (baeng -man) 1,000,000

�ÖõńP 10,000,000

ßí½ 100,000,000
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5 How much is it/are they?

To ask the price of goods, we can say:

2�À��<Wx§?

To name the goods we’re talking about we say:

NOUN2�À��<Wx§?

To answer we say:

SK�Eá��<Vx§.
NOTE: �Eá is Korean unit of currency. If the price is in dollars, we use
§�� (or£ëR�N) and if necessary±Úõ|� as well, and thus: SK§�� (or SK
£ëR�N) SK±Úõ|�<Wx§ (It’s/they’re SK dollars and SK cents.)

EXAMPLES

Q:2�À��<Wx§? How much is it/are they?

A: ńP�Eá��<Vx§. It’s/they’re 10,000 won.

Q:����2�À��<Wx§? How much is this/are these?

A: ńPx¦�Öõ�Eá��<Vx§. It’s/they’re 15,000 won.

Q:=��	�2�À��<Wx§? How much is the green tea?

A: x¦ńP�Eá��<Vx§. It’s 50,000 won.

Q:$\ÂÔ��2�À��<Wx§? How much is that chair (ie over there)?

A: §óÂx¦ńP�Eá��<Vx§. It’s 150,000 won.

NOTE: We insert a space between the demonstrative�� (this), � (that (near you)), or$\ (that (over there)), and
the following noun. Thus we write$\ÂÔ�� (that chair over there), not$\ÂÔ��. However, we omit the space when
writing���� (this thing/object), ��� (that thing/object (near you)), and$\�� (that thing/object (over there)).

Sometimes we hear people say when giving the price of things:

PK5�<V SK�Eá��<Vx§.
They’re SK won for PK (items).

NOTE: PK5�<V = for PK number of items. Note,
however, you use SK numberswith counters of foreign
origin, eg«óÀt« (kilogram),��'N (litre), and��'N (metre).

EXAMPLES

�̈ 5�<V§óÂńP�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 1,000 won for two. (eg ornaments)

2
À���<Vª*÷�Öõ�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 7,000 won for ten. (eg pens)

ẃ�ÝîÄ<Vx¦ńP�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 50,000 won a bottle. (eg wine)

����Ã��¬<V��§óÂ9FSńP�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 230,000 won for five. (eg a series of books)

ẃ�7�<V�ÖõńP�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 10,000,000 won each. (eg cars)

ó̈À��'N<V�Öõ�Eá��<Vx§. They’re 1,000 won a litre. (eg petrol)

ó̈À«óÀt«<V9FS§��x¦§óÂ±Úõ|�<Wx§. They’re three dollars and fifty cents a kilo. (eg vegetables)
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